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Abstract :
Safe Zone Token is carrying the legacy of staking in cryptocurency and
stkaing is well explained here in the the sense of reward system .Indeed
reward ,in itself a great intriguing and motivational thing to have an action.As
it requires keeping funds in a cryptocurrency wallet to finance the
authentication and activities of a blockchain network. Simply put, staking is
the process of locking cryptocurrencies to collect incentives. In most cases,
you'll be able to stake your coins directly from your crypto wallet,.
So Safe Zone Token is your Trust Token to carry, keep, stay and wait for real
reward and indeed the reward will be increasing and will keep increasing as
Safezone Token itself elaborates that “Keep SafeZone Tokens in

Your

Wallet,

and

keep

Watching

Your

Balance

increased.”

Introduction:
Safe Zone Token aims for the ecosystem to evolve into a highly integrated
ecosystem, that goes well beyond this launchpad and other traditional Defi
products in the future. It is believed for the launchpad to attract new
customers, companies, and apps to the web. It is said to have the potential of
attracting millions of people.
Safe Zone Token is an open forum for the crypto culture and is very distinct
from the others. This platform has key features including Live IDO, Premium
Projects, piling, and NFT Marketplace with Launchpad. These additional
platforms offered by Safe Zone Token would provide any user a more
convenient experience on this platform than every other.

Safe Zone Token-EcoSystem:
Safe Zone Token will allow customers to access a wide host of decentralized
launch protocols. Our launchpad aggregator will access smart contracts and
allow customers to directly participate by a single click on our Platform. There
will also be access for Safe Token
holders to giving early access to
incubated projects and portions of some aggregated pools.

Safe Zone Token act as aggregators is one of the latest innovations in the
burgeoning DeFi market that allows traders to tap deep liquidity and receive
better pricing. Aggregators gather the best of the space into one dashboard
and user interface.
It is interesting to note that DeFi aggregators have become very popular
among active traders. They made up around 20% of decentralized trading
volumes in mid-2020.

Safe Zone Token-Benefits:

Benefits to Stakeholders:

Safe Zone Token is with tons of benefits to stakeholders ,a few are mentioned
here:

As Safe Zone Token is community driven provides a deeper pool of liquidity
for traders who want to trade large amounts of digital tokens.Secondly, You
will receive a better execution price using a Safe Zone Token .Aggregators are
built to enable traders to fill trades at the best possible level across a range of
liquidity pools. So for price-sensitive traders and investors, it makes sense to
use a liquidity aggregator instead of only a single decentralized trading
platform. Thirdly, in the same vein as “traditional” decentralized exchanges,
Safe Zone Token aggregators add a layer of privacy to crypto trading that you
cannot find on centralized exchanges.Finally, liquidity aggregators improve
the decentralized trading experience as they provide user-friendly dashboards
where a few clicks suffice to trade millions in digital tokens within seconds.

Security and Safegaurding by Safe
Zone Token
As Safe Zone Token is powered by Binance Smart Chain #BSC which itself is
a modern blockchain with a full-fledged environment for designing highperformance decentralised applications. It was designed for cross-chain
compatibility with Binance Chain to ensure that consumers get the best of
both worlds. Binance Chain was launched by Binance in April 2019. Its primary
focus is to promote cheap, decentralised (or non-custodial) trading. Perhaps
predictably, the biggest decentralised application (or DApp) on it is Binance
DEX, one of the friendliest decentralised exchanges out there. You can access
it with a web interface at binance.org or via its native integration with Trust
Wallet.

Like any new crypto market segment, there is no shortage of bad actors
looking to take advantage of both creators and users. Fraudsters can create
duplicates of digital art tokens that can appear as originals to those who are
less knowledgeable about them. The platform utilizes its ACNodes to solve
this issue, ensuring any token accessed using the protocol API is verified to
have been minted by the brand’s authenticated agent or the artist that is being
represented.

STACKING
By using the Safe Zone Token platform you can stake the coin and earn profit
in the form of interest. Staking means you are holding your cryptocurrency
funds in a wallet and thus support the functionality of a blockchain system.
Stakeholders lock their cryptos in their wallets. In return, they are rewarded by
the network. So, why would you stake your crypto assets? Staking
cryptocurrencies offers several advantages. First, staking your assets through
PoS avoids being diluted by inflation. Nonetheless, the value of your staked
tokens can be affected by fluctuations in the currency price.
Furthermore, a significant benefit of staking digital assets is that it doesn’t
require expensive hardware, which makes it more accessible to a broad public.
Thirdly, staking offers a quasi-guaranteed return and a predictable source of
income when measured in tokens. Also, it is more environmentally friendly to
invest in PoS because it doesn’t require high amounts of energy, like with
mining in PoW networks.

Tokenomics
Token name: Safe Zone Token
Symbol: Safe Zone
TOTAL SUPPLY: 1000,000,000
PLATFORM: Binance Chain #BRC

TOKEN Distribution:

Liquidity
BuyBack SafeZone tokens
when SafeZone price is low
MARKETING AND
ADVERTISEMENT
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
MARKET EXPANSION

Road Map:

